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indago wms solution brief
Aftermarket Automotive

Robust and centralized inventory 
control

The warehouse is the core of a 
company’s productivity.  The success 
and profitability of a company depends 
directly on the effective management 
of its warehouse.  Indago Warehouse 
Management offers rich and broad 
functionality designed to optimize all of 
your warehouse activities.  

Indago™ combines radio frequency 
and barcode technology with a robust 
and scalable solution that enables you 
to boost productivity, reduce costs, 
shorten order fulfillment times and 
increasing customer satisfaction.

Integrated with the Activant Vision 
package, indago™ provides the vital 
link in a total supply chain solution.  
Indago™ streamlines all of your 
warehouse processes.  From the 
receiving dock to the shipping doors, 
indago™ tracks every movement of 
stock.

Strengthen your warehouse by 
breaking down its walls

Indago™ wms provides real time 
visibility into all of your warehouse 
operations, capturing and storing 
information on every movement 
of every product in and out of the 
building.  Your warehouse can now 
become an accelerator to drive greater 
profitability and customer satisfaction 
providing critical information 
throughout your enterprise.

Maximize your Activant Vision and create 
competitive advantage with indago™ wms

JMO Systems indago™ warehouse 

management system provides a 

competitive advantage by speeding the 

flow of goods and information to optimize 

your warehouse operations.

Highlights

 » Fully integrated with Vision

 » Dynamic workflow

 » Maximize your investment in 
Activant Vision

 » Simplifies exchange of 
information and movement of 
goods all in real time

 » Eliminates annual physical 
counts

 » Gain optimal inventory 
control

 » Increase labor efficiency
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Speed the flow of goods and optimize warehouse operations

Key Features

Receiving and Putaway

 » Receipt check in with RF by PO/Transfer/ASN

 » Task interleaving

 » System directed putaway

 » Multiple receive and stock methods

Picking, Packing and Shipping

 » Pick with RF by Order/Transfer/Reverse PO

 » Multiple pick methods

 » Zone based operations maximizing productivity

 » System directed operations

 » Task interleaving

 » Compliant labelling

 » Container packing

 » Pallet and load building

Inventory Control

 » Physical counting

 » Dynamic real time cycle counting

 » Tracking of inventory on many SKU’s

General

 » Web based reporting engine

 » Multi-user, multi-location

 » Compliant labelling 

The bottom line: Operational Excellence

Indago™ wms optimizes work direction at an operational 
level to dramatically increase efficiency and drive down 
costs.  

Avoid costly errors with dramatically increased 
accuracy

Through real time work direction, verification, confirmation 
and integration, indago™ provides your employees and 
their managers with immediate access to information 
and processes.  The accurate system ensures workers are 
productive and efficient.

Exceed customer expectations

Indago™ empowers you to consistently deliver on customer 
promises with the ability to reduce cycle times, back orders 
and shortages.  You will dramatically improve order accuracy 
and on-time shipments.

Boost on-time and complete shipments

Accurate order picking methods allows you to deliver 
complete orders on-time.  Overall process efficiency 
decrease cycle time, resulting in more on-time shipments.

Acheive maximum ROI in a minimum time

With immediate gains in operational efficiencies, you can 
acheive fast ROI using the indago™ wms system.  In many 
cases, payback is often less than 12 months.

The “right stuff” for end-to-end fulfillment and 
distribution

Eliminate the costly errors associated with fulfillment.  
Indago™ provides you the ability to meet customer 
demands by getting the right product to the right place, at 
the right time.

The promise of excellence


